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Replacement Parts, Service, and Software 

July 2021 

TrueProp Software LLC launches new service to refresh older 

pitchometers. 

  

Durham, New Hampshire - TrueProp Software LLC is more than just a software company. We 

are a marine technology services provider dedicated to revolutionizing the marine propeller 

inspection and repair industry. 

Our TrueProp software is transforming the propeller repair community with device independent 

solutions. Except now we haven’t stopped there. Not only are we continuing our device-

independent philosophy by expanding compatibility to more devices - we’re also assisting our 

TrueProp users keep their legacy digital pitchometers fully operational for the years to come.  

So how are we doing this? Because TrueProp allows you to repurpose your existing propeller 

measurement equipment. For commercial devices such as MRI, Prop Scan, Prop View, and 

BladeRunner, TrueProp offers hardware connection kits to make running TrueProp Software 

simple and effortless! 

 

 

Figure 1 - TrueProp hardware connection kit for Prop View 3. 
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Are you losing valuable time due to a part problem… 

 

Even the best machines have wear and tear, and 

suitable parts are getting harder to find as support for 

these legacy machines diminishes. Scales, encoders, 

cables, data boxes – these legacy machines have 

finite life spans. There’s more to worry about beyond 

software. Maintaining these pitchometers is critical to 

every propeller shop to stay in operation.   

This is why TrueProp Software continues to 

breathe new life into older pitchometers with 

replacement parts, upgrade kits, and conversion hardware. 

 

Operating systems change…Make way for Windows 11.  

 

The “last version of Windows ever” was awkwardly short. Microsoft recently announced the end 

of Windows 10 support in 2025 but rest assured, TrueProp Software is already preparing for 

updated compatibility.  

You can depend on the TrueProp team for yearly software updates. Each new TrueProp release 

brings features and functionality to ensure our customers have the highest quality propeller 

inspection software available. 

 

Dedication and Commitment to Customer Support. 

 

One of the strongest contributing factors in a business’s success is customer satisfaction. Our 

loyalty and commitment to quality and client success is well known. We consider our customers 

to be our partners and enjoy close-knit relationships. It is because of this collaborative 

connection, that we can provide the highest professional, effective, and innovative solutions. Our 

customers’ success is our success!   

 

Figure 2 - TrueProp running on a Prop Scan. 
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Figure 3 – New 2021 features for automatic detection of blade edges and signal noise filtering. 

 

Start Scanning! 

 

TrueProp Software is transforming and accelerating the propeller industry with the next 

generation of propeller inspection software. Isn’t it time for you to consider adding TrueProp? 

Contact us today to start discussing how we can breathe new life into your existing propeller 

inspection device! 

 

           TrueProp Software LLC 

           www.truepropsoftware.com 

           measure@truepropsoftware.com 

           Tel: 1-603-868-3366 

 

 

 


